Back-end

Automated File Transfers

New devices
New files

Need to transfer between devices
Physical devices, virtual and cloud devices are
increasing, and these devices are creating a lot
of files on a daily basis. Exacoola makes these
devices to exchange files.
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File transfer automation
No human intervention

Mac OS
Branch A

Windows OS
Branch B

Object Storage
DELL/EMC
Headquarter

Transfer at 2am everyday
300Gbyte (124,000 files)

Linux OS
Branch C

Remotely control all transfers

Automated transfers by scheduling

Without accessing each device, you can easily
control file transfers remotely using the Exacoola
control panel.

No need to command repetitive file transfers
every time. Exacoola automatically transfers files
according to the schedules.
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Easy to use

Just a few clicks

Windows
Device A

Windows
Device A

Amazon S3
Device B

Windows
Device A

Amazon S3
Device B

Add devices

Select devices

Create a schedule

Only once need to add
your OS or Object Storage.

More than 2 devices can be
selected and exchange files.

Set the file path, date and
time and it's done.
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Monitor transfer status
Easy to check remotely
Mac OS

Windows OS

36%

Mac OS

Windows OS

73%

Mac OS

Windows OS

Transfer
3 hours later

Mac OS

Windows OS

98%

Branch A

Branch A

Branch A

Branch A

Branch B

Branch B

Branch B

Branch B

Real-time status and track history
No need to access each device and check the file transfer
results. You can easily monitor all transfer status on the
Exacoola control panel remotely.
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Fully supports

Various OS & Object storage

Windows OS

Redhat

Amazon S3

DELL/EMC

Ubuntu

Mac OS

MS Azure

Google Cloud

Support other devices
If you need to support other OS or Object Storage,
INNORIX provides optimization service for your devices.
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Between all devices

Fully automated transfers
Mac OS
Branch A

Windows OS
Branch B

Object Storage
DELL/EMC

Linux OS

Headquarter

Branch C

Object Storage
MS Azure

1:1 / 1:N / N:N transfers

Object Storage
Amazon S3

If you add the devices once, files can be transferred
between different object storage as well as various
OS without any restrictions.
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As a transfer module
Fully control using API

Customized file transfer interface
Even without using the Exacoola control panel, you can
control everything, such as adding devices and creating a
transfer schedule using the Exacoola API.
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Support various networks
Automatic optimization
Branch A

Branch B

Windows OS

Linux OS

192.168.1.25

192.168.1.30

In different networks

Branch C
Linux OS

Windows OS
192.168.1.25

192.168.1.30

In the same network

Cloud A
Object Storage
Amazon S3

Object Storage
MS Azure

Public network

High-speed file transfer channel
Exacoola automatically recognizes the device networks, and creates a high-speed file
transfer channel between the devices for the most optimal transfers.
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Cloud B

Why choose Exacoola
The 1st and best

1st automation product

Highest technology

The most customers

Exacoola is the world's first file
transfer product to automate
repetitive transfers between
different object storage as well
as various OS.

Exacoola uses more efficient
technology. It directly accesses
files to provide powerful file
control and transfers without
any limits and delays.

Exacoola has the most cases so
it completely guarantees and
assures the most reliable
support in future releases of
new OS and Object Storage.
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Immediate values

Transfer more files, much faster

Exacoola
Automation

Auto-start to transfer

Reliable transfer

Integrity verification

Manual
Transfer

Complicated
transfer methods

Retransfers because of
errors due to unstable
network, OS and device
errors, etc
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Retransfers when transfer
is fail after checking the
results

Comparison
Exacoola

FTP

Rsync

SCP

Relay transfers

O

X

X

X

Support Object Storage

O

X

X

X

Transfer automation

O

X

X

X

Large & mass files

O

X

X

X

High-speed transfers

O

X

X

X

Reliable transfers

O

X

X

X

Lossless transfers

O

X

X

X

Integrity verification

O

X

X

X

Monitor & track

O

X

X

X
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Large & mass file transfers
Without any limits

4GB
8GB

25GB
50GB

1TB
2TB

10TB
20TB

10PB

Exabyte

Unlimited

Over 10TB, multi-million files
Exacoola enables all devices to exchange large-sized files without any limitations from small size
Kbyte files to large-size 100GByte files as well as even very large-size TByte files in a single process.
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High-speed transfers
Over long-distances

Data

Expanded
capacity

Network A

Data

Limited
capacity

Network B

Expands limited capacity

Optimizes for each network

File transfer speed is affected by the types of
device, OS, software, network, server and etc. To
maximize the speed, Exacoola expands the
limited capacity at the software level.

Exacoola analyzes various factors (file sizes,
distance and network, etc.) and automatically
optimizes transfers to be the most optimal data
size and data arrangement.
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Reliable transfers

Even in extremely unstable networks
Transferring

Waiting

Transferring

Transferring

Waiting

Transferring

Network
disconnection

Just one click and complete the transfer
While transferring, even if the network is disconnected often, and the devices do not respond due to
temporary overload, when the situation is recovered, Exacoola automatically resumes transferring files
from the point of interruption. When devices exchange large files in unstable networks over longdistances, Exacoola maximizes the transfer speeds and work efficiency.
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Built-in scenarios

Automatic response to errors
Scenario C
Scenario B
Scenario D

Scenario A
Built-in scenarios to response to errors

Reboot or blackout

Exacoola has built-in scenarios that automatically respond to all
transfer problems. Even if any errors occur, Exacoola analyzes the
errors and situations, and automatically completes the file transfer
on its own without administrator intervention.

Even if the device is rebooted
due to an error or sudden power
failure, Exacoola automatically
resumes and completes.
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Lossless transfers

Never loss any file or block

Auto-recover

Lossless transfers

Double integrity verification

With the flawless transfer structure, Exacoola
perfectly resolves file loss problems so that
multi-million files can be transferred without
any file loss or additional delays.

Exacoola verifies the integrity of the files twice
(each block of a file and then the whole file again).
If an altered part is detected, only the part will be
automatically retransferred to recover.
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Integrated control panel
Easy to control all transfers

Exacoola control panel

Create a transfer schedule

Real-time transfer status

Transfer notification
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Monitor and track

For service administrators

Real-time dashboard

Real-time visual status

Transfer history graph

Track transfer history
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Flexible expansion and integration
With the full developer APIs

Various web-based business systems
or software can fully control file
transfers between devices and check
their status using the Exacoola API.
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Global customers

More than 10,000 licenses are issued

INNORIX provides enterprise AI and file
transfer solutions to 4,000 customers
such as global enterprises, government
agencies, public institutions and SMEs in
a vast range of industries.
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Front-end

Web-based File Transfers

Users need to upload and download large
files at high speed on various web
business systems and web services.

Back-end

Automated File Transfers

Back-end also needs high-speed large file
transfers between various server OS,
object storage and cloud systems.
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Front-end

Web-based File Transfers

Exabyter enables users to upload and
download large files at high speeds on
various devices and web browsers.

Chrome

Safari

Firefox

IE/Edge

Monitor

Laptop

Smartphone

Tablet

Windows OS

Redhat

Amazon S3

DELL/EMC

Ubuntu

Mac OS

MS Azure

Google Cloud

Back-end

Automated File Transfers

Exacoola enables various OS and Object
Storage to exchange large files each other
at high-speeds, and automates repetitive
transfers.
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Back-end

Automated File Transfers
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